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The basic goal of the article is to define changes in production logistics and its essential part of order logistics at the 
transformation of the production system from an automated management system with the participation of first 
level logistics, managers and machine operators to a fully automated, unattended production system and at the 
same to define and compare the differences between discrete and continuous-discrete production typical for min-
ing, metallurgical production processes. The solution applied the methodology of comparative analysis of the com-
parison of current systems of order logistics [1, 2], and its operation in terms of Industry 4.0. There were applied 
principles of production planning and programming of numerical control (NC) machines and robots and program-
controlled fully automated production processes, especially in the continuous character of processes for the design 
of a new algorithm of custom logistics [3].
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INTRODUCTION
Industry 4.0 is one of the fundamental subsystems of 
the Fourth Industrial Revolution dealing with industrial 
production. Industry 4.0 is the next phase of manufac-
turing automation, based on the application of cybernet-
ics and physical (technological) interconnection solu-
tions, the application of the industrial Internet of Things 
(machines), cloud computing, artificial intelligence and 
other new science knowledge. The result of this phase 
of automation should be an “intelligent factory” [4-7].
It is created by operational production plans, moni-
toring and controlling of computer systems technologi-
cal processes, through digital twin simulation of the 
course and results of production processes and it pro-
vides flexible decentralized management of their course 
in modularly structured factories, based on artificial in-
telligence of created models.
Industry 4.0 cannot be implemented without an ap-
propriate level of industrial digital logistics that plans, 
coordinates, organizes and manages this flexibly-opera-
tively system [4-6,8,9]. The article deals with changes 
and proposals for automation of one of the basic activi-
ties of production logistics. So called “Order logistics» 
deals with the process from the entry of orders into the 
information system of the company, through technologi-
cal, material, capacity and economic appraisal, their pro-
cessing into internal orders, operational production plan-
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ning (cyber subsystem) and its transfer to the implemen-
tation of technology, transport and handling, storage op-
erations and decentralized management systems of pro-
duction centres (physical subsystem) [10,11].
Industry 4.0 brings space to create various applica-
tions that contribute to the growth of mutual coopera-
tion, efficiency, resisting fluctuations in market require-
ments, or reducing business costs. Creation of online 
platform called the Cyber Industry Network (CIN), 
shared by many regional SMEs, which controls the 
available production capacity among involved compa-
nies, has a great importance to them. At the same time, 
the CIN platform enables the sharing of production ca-
pacities in the event of a shortage or surplus through a 
direct connection with the order logistics of each par-
ticipating company [12,13]. The proposed algorithm, 
which is introduced in this article below (Figure 1), 
could become as a part of such systems.
METHODOLOGY OF RESEARCH IN THE 
ORDER LOGISTICS
The flow chart of the order logistics describes the 
model of automation order flow in a company from their 
records to confirmation of purchase contracts and their 
preparation for operational planning models. This phase 
of production logistics can significantly influence the ef-
ficiency of the production process, it is not only the ad-
ministrative processing of orders, but also part of the tac-
tical management of the company [1]. The flow chart of 
order logistics in Industry 4.0 is shown in Figure 1.
Creation of order database: Orders are received in 
the company continuously. The set of orders for the next 
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planning period – TN are closed regularly in a certain 
date before the start of the planning period. The order 
can request one or more product types. If the products 
are tied to the same delivery date for the same customer, 
this is called a so called “business case”. A customer can 
contact the manufacturer by e-mail, telephone, fax, let-
ter, etc. (especially new customers).
Orders are registered and a record is created for each 
order-product, in an order file (database). Regular cus-
tomers order goods within long-term contracts. Irregular 
customers order goods within the operational plans peri-
od. Result of this process is creation of an order database.
Technical, technological and economic assessment: 
Recorded orders must be appraised in technical and 
technological terms. There are technological process data 
in a file for each product manufactured before. It is one of 
the basic information files for production logistics. It 
defines sequence of production operations, their operating 
times, quantity and type of material used and other 
qualitative and quantitative data of a certain product.
If the product was manufactured in a company, it 
should have a technological process data and it can be 
produced from a technological point of view (if the con-
ditions are not changed). If the product is new, the tech-
nical and technological conditions (block 2) for its pro-
duction are defined by a man. All previous steps can be 
performed automatically.
Aggregated (capacity) planning: There are two ap-
proaches of the capacity planning.
a)  Model of the capacity planning with custom-
er orientation
   The particular ordered product has its own pro-
duction process which also determines the pro-
duction cycle, i.e. minimum time from the be-
ginning of the production process to its com-
pletion. It must be included in advance on the 
production sections when placing the order 
into the planning period (month, week), that 
precede the last section so that the delivery date 
finish its production process
b) Maximum production model
  However, a different approach is also possible. 
Ordered products are not assigned to planning 
periods, but a sequence from orders according 
to the delivery date is created. There are taken 
only the part of products from this sequence 
that a bottleneck of the production process is 
able to execute in this planning period. Other 
orders are pushed to following periods. This 
approach avoids of capacity smoothing. It 
should be noted that the bottleneck of the pro-
duction process can vary according to the prod-
uct range and quantity of the products ordered.
Orders become real contracts after the capacity plan-
ning. Material balance is carried out to determine the 
need for particular raw materials, materials, semi-prod-
ucts, preparations, accessories, etc.
Both models are fully automated today. The man-
agement decides which model is applied (it is a strategic 
decision).
Cummulation, dosing, prioritization: There can 
be combining the same products from different orders 
into larger groups according to a certain criterion within 
the same planning period (TN). This achieves greater se-
ries and productivity of work and this activity is called 
cummulation of products.
 Figure 1  The flow chart of the automation of the custom logistics process [1]
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A batch is a certain amount of products that are 
moved together among operations that are produced at 
the same parameters. The optimum batch size for a sin-
gle device in a manufacturing process may vary. The 
dose is sometimes given by technology.
RESULTS OF RESEARCH - AUTONOMOUS 
MANAGEMENT OF INTEGRATED 
PRODUCTION SYSTEM (IPS)
Production processes in Industry 4.0 are integrated 
into IPS (machines, robots, manipulators) (Figure 2). 
IPS is technologically oriented to individual product I. 
The control system of IPS (CSIPS) responds to the op-
erational production plan presented by the product 
number I and the quantity of products I (QI). IPS has the 
features of reconfiguration - rebuilding of devices ac-
cording to product type I, flexibility-choice of control 
programs of autonomous control of individual devices 
from the controlling library of technological processes 
(CLTP) for individual products, devices (MI), input and 
output buffers (IB, OB). Control of service devices (ro-
bots, manipulators) is derived from machine control 
and coordination among machines and CSIPS.
The basic change of order logistics in Industry 4.0 and 
thus also in production logistics is in discrete production:
a)  It moves to a higher level of automation from 
the level of individual machine control to the en-
tire custom logistics system i.e. from the mo-
ment of receiving of orders, through the process 
of technological, material, capacity and eco-
nomic assessment and creation of an operational 
production plan and production schedule.
b)  Due to the change in the layout of production 
equipment into the IPS, the reconfigurability of 
the physical and cybernetic system, autonomy, 
artificial intelligence and the understanding of 
each product as a separate production task 
eliminate the phase of complex production 
scheduling that is transferred to CSIPS.
c)  The question is whether the activities men-
tioned at b) are to be carried out by logistics or 
robotics specialists or industrial engineers.
CONCLUSION
The difference between continuous production and 
discrete production in Industry 4.0 conditions is that the 
discrete production process in consists of NC machines, 
robots, manipulators, buffers, etc. In continuous-discrete 
production, there are big devices, aggregates, storage 
tanks that forms program-automatically controlled pro-
duction lines, where the movement among individual op-
erations is realized on the basis of gravity, pressure and 
energy potential difference, which is largely realized 
without human intervention even in automated (non-au-
tomatic) production processes. The production process is 
also understood as one production unit in automated pro-
duction, which has a central program for automatic con-
trol based on sensing and monitoring of quantities and 
their control to achieve the required parameters of the 
product. The direction is realized in the form of dispatch 
control combined with automatic control of tests (i.e. 
production of cement in the cement plant, production of 
iron in a blast furnace, production of electricity in a nu-
clear power plant, etc.). Management has the character of 
a predominantly control function as a decision-maker.
The methodology and algorithm presented in Chap-
ter 3 describes the new proposed approach for condi-
tions of Industry 4.0 and its comparison with the current 
production logistics system. Of course, this cannot be 
understood as a universal solution. There are differenc-
es between the control of discrete and continuous pro-
cesses as described in Chapter 4.
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